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Attack pattern ID: 49Status: Draft descriptionin, the opponent will try every possible value of the password until they succeed. Brute force attack, if possible calculation, is always successful because it essentially pass through all possible passwords given alphabet (lowercase letters, uppercase letters,
numbers, symbols, etc.) and the maximum length of the password. The system is particularly vulnerable to this type of attack if it does not have a proper enforcement mechanism in place to ensure that passwords chosen by users are strong passwords that comply with the relevant password policy. In
practice, a pure force attack on passwords is rarely used unless the password is suspected to be weak. There are other methods of demulating passwords that are much more effective (e.g. dictionary attacks, rainbow tables, etc.). Knowing the password policy of the system can make brute force attack
more effective. For example, if a policy says that all passwords must be at a certain level, there is no need to check smaller candidates. The likelihood of Attack Typical Severity Links Below table shows other attack patterns and high-level categories associated with this attack pattern. These relationships
are defined as ChildOf and ParentOf and provide an overview of similar entities that may exist at higher and lower abstraction levels. In addition, relationships such as CanFollow, PeerOf, and CanAlsoBe are defined to display similar attack patterns that the user may want to explore.
NatureTypeIDNameChildOfMeta attack Pattern – The meta-level attack pattern CAPEC is a completely abstract characterization of a specific methodology or technique used in attack. The meta attack pattern is often insignificant to a specific technology or implementation and is designed to provide an
understanding of a high-level approach. The meta-level attack pattern is generalization associated with the group's standard level attack patterns. Meta level attack patterns are especially useful for architecture and design level threat modeling exercises.112Brute ForceParentOfDetailed Attack Pattern – A
detailed level of attack pattern capec provides low detail, usually leveraging a specific technique and targeting specific technology, and expresses a full execution flow. Detailed attack patterns are more specific than meta-attack patterns and standard attack patterns, and often require a specific defense
mechanism to mitigate actual attacks. Detailed level attack pattern often amplifies a number of different standard level attack patterns chained together to achieve the goal.16Dictionary-based Password AttackParentOfStandard Attack Pattern – the standard level attack pattern capec is focused on a
specific methodology or technique used for attack. It is often considered a singular piece of a fully executed attack. Standard the pattern is designed to provide sufficient details to understand specific techniques and how it strives to achieve the desired goal. The standard level attack pattern has a certain
type of more abstract meta level attack pattern.55Rainbow Table Password CrackingParentOfDetailed Attack Pattern – A detailed level of attack pattern capec provides low detail, usually amplifying a specific technique and targeting a specific technology, and expresses a full execution flow. Detailed
attack patterns are more specific than meta-attack patterns and standard attack patterns, and often require a specific defense mechanism to mitigate actual attacks. Detailed level attack pattern often amplifies a number of different standard level attack patterns chained together to achieve the goal.70Try
common or default usernames and passwordsParentOfDetailed Attack Pattern – detailed level attack pattern CAPEC offers low level of detail, usually leveraging specific techniques and targeting specific technology, and expresses full execution flow. Detailed attack patterns are more specific than metaattack patterns and standard attack patterns, and often require a specific defense mechanism to mitigate actual attacks. Detailed level attack pattern often amplifies a number of different standard level attack patterns chained together to achieve the goal.565Password SprayingCanPrecedeMeta Attack
Muster – The meta-level attack pattern CAPEC is a completely abstract characterization of the specific methodology or technique used for attack. The meta attack pattern is often insignificant to a specific technology or implementation and is designed to provide an understanding of a high-level approach.
The meta-level attack pattern is generalization associated with the group's standard level attack patterns. Meta level attack patterns are especially useful in architecture and design level threat modeling exercises.151Identity SpoofingCanPrecedeMeta Attack Pattern – Meta level attack pattern CAPEC is a
completely abstract characterization of a specific methodology or technique used for attack. The meta attack pattern is often insignificant to a specific technology or implementation and is designed to provide an understanding of a high-level approach. The meta-level attack pattern is generalization
associated with the group's standard level attack patterns. Meta-level attack patterns are particularly useful in architecture and design level threat modeling exercises.560The use of known domain credentialsCanPrecedeStandard attack pattern – the standard level attack pattern capec is focused on a
specific methodology or technique used in attack. It is often considered a singular piece of a fully executed attack. The standard attack pattern is designed to provide enough details to understand specific techniques and how it strives to achieve the desired goal. Standard Attack pattern is a type of more
abstract meta-level attack pattern.600Credential StuffingCanPrecedeStandard Attack Pattern – the standard level attack pattern capec is focused on the specific methodology or technique used for attack. It is often considered a singular piece of a fully executed attack. The standard attack pattern is
designed to provide enough details to understand specific techniques and how it strives to achieve the desired goal. The standard level attack pattern is a type of more abstract meta-level attack pattern.653Using the well-known Windows credentials The following table shows the views that this attack
pattern belongs to and the highest level categories in this view. Execution Flow skills required [Level: Low]Brute force attack is very simple. Various password cracking tools are widely available. Resources required for a powerful enough computer to work with enough CPU, RAM and HD. The exact
requirements depend on the size of the brute force work and time of execution. Some robust workplaces may require network or distributed data processing (e.g. DES Challenge). The consequences In the table below, the table below specifies the different individual consequences associated with the
pattern of attack. The scope identifies a security property that is being violated, while the effect describes the negative technical impact that occurs when an opponent succeeds in their attack. Probability shall provide information on the likelihood of a specific consequence in relation to the other
consequences in the list. For example, there may be a high probability that a pattern will be used to achieve a certain effect, but there is a small likelihood that it will be used to achieve a different effect. ScopeImpactLikelihoodContionality access Access controlGain permissionsConfinding
permissionsRead dataintegrityThe system does not enforce a strong password policy, and the user selects a five-letter password that consists of only lowercase letters. The system does not apply a password throttling mechanism. Assuming that the opponent does not know the length of the user
password, the opponent may force this password to a maximum of 1 +26+26^2+26^3+26^4+26^5 = 1 + 26 + 676 + 17576 + 456976 + 11 881 376 = 12,356 631 attempts, and half of them try (6178316) on average. Using modern hardware, this attack is negligible. If an opponent would assume that the
user's password might contain uppercase letters (and it was case sensitive) and/or numbers if the number of tests had been higher. The opponent's work would probably have been even easier because many users who choose simple brute force passwords like this are also likely to use the word that can
be found in the dictionary. Since there are far fewer valid English words that contain up to five letters than 12 356 631, the attack is Dictionary entries are about 2.1.5, which only causes about five million different passwords to be created. It's easy to brute to force the password for all users who decided to
let Mailman automatically generate their passwords for them. Users who chose their passwords during registration would not be affected (assuming they chose strong passwords). See also: CVE-2004-1143 Taxonomy Mappings Irrelevant ATT&amp;CK Taxonomy MappingEntry IDEntry
Name1110.001Brute Force:Password Guessing ContentSubmissions Submission DateSub Non-Organization2014-06-23CAPEC Content TeamThe MITRE Corporation Changes Changes DateModifierOrganization2017-08-04CAPEC Content TeamThe MITRE CorporationUpdated Attack_Phases,
Attack_Prerequisites, Description Summary, Examples of 2018-07-31CAPEC Content TeamThe MITRE CorporationUpdated Links2019-04-04 Content TeamThe MITRE CorporationUpdated Description, Taxonomy_Mappings2020-07-30CAPEC Content TeamMITRE CorporationUpdated Consequences,
Related_Attack_Patterns, Related_Weaknesses, Taxonomy_Mappings cryptoanalytic method of unauthorized users accessing data this article is about a cryptoanalytic method. Similarly, for these methods in other areas see Brute force. The Electronic Frontier Foundation's US$250,000 DES cracking
machine contained over 1,800 custom chips and could be a brute-force DES key within a few days. The photo shows the DES Cracker circuit board installed on both sides of 64 Deep Crack chips. In cryptography, the brute-force attack consists of an attacker presenting many passwords or passwords in
the hope of finally guessing the combination correctly. The attacker systematically checks all possible passwords and passwords until the correct password is found. Alternatively, the attacker may try to guess the key that is typically created by using the password key result feature. This is called an
exhaustive key search. Brute-force attack is a cryptoanalytic attack that can theoretically be used to decrypt encrypted data[1] (except for theoretically secure encrypted data). Such an attack may be used if other vulnerabilities in the encryption system (if any) cannot be exploited, which would make the
task easier. When guessing a password, this method is very fast when used to check all short passwords, but no more passwords in other methods, such as dictionary attack are used because brute-force search takes too long. Longer passwords, passwords and keys have more possible values and even
more combinations, making them exponentially harder to crack than shorter ones. Brute-force attacks can be made less effective when coded making it harder for the attacker to recognize when the code is cracked or making the attacker do more work to test each guess. One of the dimensions of the
strength of the encryption system is how long it would theoretically take an attacker to successfully attack it. Brute-force attacks are the application of brute-force search, general problem-solving techniques to list all candidates and checking each one. The basic concept of Brute-force attacks works by
calculating each possible combination that could form a password and testing it to see if it is the correct password. As the password length increases, the average calculated power time needed to find the correct password increases to find the correct password. [2] The theoretical limits of the tools needed
to attack the Brute-force increase exponentially, increasing the size of the key, not linearly. Although U.S. export rules historically limited key lengths to 56-bit symmetrical keys (e.g. data encryption standard), these limitations are no longer in place, so modern symmetric algorithms typically use computably
stronger 128-256-bit keys. There is a physical argument that the 128-bit symmetric key is computably secure brute-force attack. The so-called Landauer limit laid down in the laws of physics sets a lower limit on the energy needed to calculate kT · In 2 bits, which are deleted in the calculation work, where
T is the temperature of the calculation device in kelvin, k is the constant of boltzmann and the natural logarithm of 2 is about 0,693. No irreversible data-processing device can use less energy than this, even in principle. [3] Thus, in order to easily browse the possible values of a 128-bit symmetrical key
(ignoring doing an actual computer to check it) would theoretically require 2128 - 1 bit flips on a normal processor. If the calculation is assumed to be close to room temperature (~300 K), von Neumann-Landauer's limit can be applied to estimate the required energy ~ 1018 joules, equivalent to 30
gigawatts of capacity consumption over a period of one year. This equates to 30×109 W×365×24×3600 s = 9.46×1017 J or 262.7 TWh (about 0.1% of global annual energy production). A full actual calculation – checking each key to see if a solution has been found – consumes this amount several times.
In addition, it is simply an energy requirement to cycle through the key space; the actual time it takes to flip every bit is not considered, which is certainly greater than 0. That argument, however, presupposes that the values of the register are altered by means of a set of simple and clear operations which
inevitably give rise to entropy. It has been shown that the design of the design hardware can be designed in such a way that this theoretical obstacle does not come into contact (see reversible calculation), although such computers are not Built. [quote needed] Modern GPu's are well suited to repetitive
tasks related to hardware-based password-breaking, as the commercial successors to the government's ASIC solutions have become available, also known as custom hardware attacks, two emerging technologies have proven their ability to attack certain ciphers. One is modern graphics processing unit
(GPU) technology[4][required page] the other is the fpga technology being developed. GPus benefit from their widespread availability and price efficiency, fpga contracts on their energy efficiency for cryptographic operations. Both technologies seek to transport the benefits of parallel processing to bruteforce attacks. In the GPU of some hundreds, in the case of FPGA, some thousand processing units make them much better at cracking passwords than normal processors. In the field of cryptographic analysis, several publications have demonstrated the energy efficiency of today's FPGA technology, such
as the COPACOBANA FPGA cluster computer consumes the same energy as one computer (600 W), but acts like 2,500 computers for certain algorithms. Several companies offer hardware-based FPGA cryptographic analysis solutions from one FPGA PCI Express card to special FPGA computers.
[quote needed] WPA and WPA2 encryption has been successfully attacked, reducing the workload 50 times compared to a normal processor[5][6] and about 100 fpgas. One COPACOBANA board boasting 6 Xilinx Spartans - a cluster made up of 20 of these AES allows the use of 256-bit keys. Breaking a
symmetrical 256-bit key with brute force requires 2,128 times more computational power than a 128-bit key. One of the fastest supercomputers of 2019 is a speed of 100 petaFLOPS[7], which could theoretically control 100 million (1014) AES keys per second (assuming 1,000 per operation control), but
still need 3.67×1055 years of exhaust 256-bit key space. The underlying premise of the brute-force attack is that full keyspace was used to create keys, something that relies on an effective random number generator, and that there are no defects in the algorithm or its implementation. For example,
several systems that were originally thought to be impossible to crack brute forces have, however, cracked because the key space search through was found to be much smaller than originally thought because there is no entropy in their pseudo-random number of generators. These include the
implementation of Netscape's SSL (famously by Ian Goldberg and David Wagner in 1995[8]}}) and 2008[9] A similar lack of implemented entropy led to the breaking of the Enigma Code. [10] [11] The recycling of mandates means reuse of username and password combinations collected during previous
brutal attacks. A special form of credential recycling is a pass hash in which saltless hashed credentials are stolen and reused without prior brute being forced. Unbreakable codes for certain types of encryption, their mathematical properties, can not be defeated by brute forces. An example of this is a
one-time pad cryptography, where each cleartext bit has the corresponding key from a truly random key bit of a jab. The 140 character's one-pad-coded string passed through a brute-force attack will eventually reveal every 140 character string possible, including the correct answer - but with all the
answers given, it would not be possible to know what was right. Defeating such a system, as the Venona project did, is generally based not on pure cryptography, but on errors in its implementation: key chains are not truly random, intercepted keypads, faulty operators or other errors. [12]
Countermeasures In the event of an offline attack in which the attacker has access to encrypted material, key combinations may be attempted without the risk of detection or mixing. However, database and directory administrators may take countermeasures against online attacks, for example by limiting
the number of password attempts, by imposing time delays between successive attempts, increasing the complexity of the response (e.g. by requiring a captcha response or verification code sent over a mobile phone) and/or locking accounts after failed logon attempts. [13] [Page required] Website
administrators may prevent certain IP addresses from attempting more than a predetermined number of password attempts against any site account. [14] Reverse brute-force attack Reverse brute-force attack, a single (usually common) password is tested against multiple usernames or encrypted files.
[15] The process can be repeated for some passwords. With such a strategy, the attacker is generally not directed to a specific user, but tries to find a combination of the username for that particular password. Tools While there are many existing tools/software that can make a brute-force attack they can
be divided into two wide segments of tools that can brute the force of Web Apps, FTP servers, SSH and other web services to gain access, then there are some tools you can fill brute-force encrypted files, handshakes to find the right key, password. Software / Tools That Can Make Brute-Force Attacks
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